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FADE IN:

On a FLAME 

That sputters in the tight confines of a - 

INT. CRYPT - NIGHT

Shadows loom and recede as the TORCH traverses the space.

It is brandished by a young ACOLYTE in simple, homespun robes 
soaked in sweat. He’d be far more at home in the church 
archives than out in the field.

ACOLYTE
There is no coffin.

Indeed the torchlight only reveals the crumbling decay of a 
centuries old reminder of much less enlightened times.

Shackles on the wall, a shattered skull in one corner.

ACOLYTE (CONT’D)
I don’t understand. We’ve checked 
every nook, every cranny. It has to 
be here.

He clutches at the cross around his neck in disappointment... 
or is it relief?

Stiffens as FOOTSTEPS approach.

PRIEST (O.S.)
Are you truly surprised?

The Acolyte turns to take in a tall, regal man with a 
permanent smirk - a PRIEST of noble origins yet one well 
accustomed to the horrors of the world.

ACOLYTE
Where then does it sleep if not in 
this lair?

PRIEST
What makes you think it need sleep 
at all?

ACOLYTE
I know what my very own eyes saw 
but three nights ago. The puncture 
wounds, the loss of blood, the foul 
stench of their kind.

The torch gutters as an ill breeze assaults their nostrils. 

The Acolyte whips around expecting his worst fear - nothing.



PRIEST
Are you ready to learn the truth?

ACOLYTE
The only truth I need know is that 
their existence is an affront to 
all that is holy.

The smirk grows more pronounced at the Acolyte’s fervour.

PRIEST
You are chasing a myth, a 
fabrication created to conceal a 
truth more terrible than God 
himself will attest to.

Eyes narrow. The torch clutched more tightly.

ACOLYTE
Careful, brother. The stale air and 
cramp quarters have confused your 
mind.

The Priest closes his eyes and incants a SPELL. 

The Acolyte crosses himself in horror as MIST swirls all 
around them. 

PRIEST
Mist, the form of a bat, or wolf, 
sundry other creatures. The need to 
feed on blood, to prey on the weak 
and infirm. The appearance of super 
human strength, of speed and 
bedazzlement. All cast in the name 
of that most human of sins, the 
quest for immortality.

Whoosh as the torch flails back and forth in a frantic 
attempt to disperse the mist.

PRIEST (CONT’D)
The first of what you call the 
Nosferatu was born of the Dark 
Arts, a spell designed to grant 
eternal life. A corrupt spell that 
doomed its caster to an existence 
perched between life and death. 

ACOLYTE
What you say is blasphemy. No magic 
exists outside the imagination of 
pagans and...

The mist has thinned. The Acolyte gasps, thrusts his cross 
forward. There before him hovers the Priest, deathly pale, 
gaunt, with a smirk now punctuated with fangs. He cries out 
as the torch is extinguished and darkness descends...
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